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Our SCEC funded research in 2004 dealt with: 1)

efforts to improve various earthquake hazard models

in support of the RELM program and 2) collaborative

efforts with paleoseismologists to push forward

southern California Earthquake Simulators.

I. Southern California Earthquake Simulator -
Statistically Based.
Several SCEC scientists are working to construct

physically-based earthquake simulators. Physical

simulators intend to employ fundamental laws of

physics to generate long sequences of earthquakes on

the fault system of southern California. This approach

has considerable appeal and physical earthquake

simulators continue to become increasingly rigorous in

fault geometry, rheological structure and fault friction

assumptions. One concern however, is that physical

simulators may become so complex and non-linear

that much of the model building effort is expended in

finding a physical basis for essentially random

behavior. If certain aspects of earthquake behaviors

are random to the extent that real data can constrain

them, then a more practical approach toward modeling

these aspects may be to embrace the randomness

whatever its physical origin.

Beginning with a germ of an idea in 2003, we are

pleased to have taken all the way to publication in 2004 (BSSA, December, 2004; SCEC Cont. #800

Figure 1. Earthquake ruptures 7.0<Mw<7.5 as
simulated by a basic random walk with b=-1/2, -
3/4 and -1. (Bottom) Measured dextral
displacement along the surface fault trace of the
Sakarya Segment, M7.4 Ismit, Turkey earthquake
of August 17, 1999 (Barka et al., 2002) and the
M7.1 Duzce, Turkey earthquake of November 12,
1999
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http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/papers/random_walk.pdf) an entirely new approach that employs random

walk rupture simulations (Figure 1) to southern California earthquake issues. Random walk results

tell us that: not only does b-value control the ratio of

large to small events, but it also dictates the form of

earthquake scaling laws: slip versus length, moment

versus length, etc. (Figure 2) Moreover, b-value

controls the "look and feel" of earthquake slip

functions. Look and feel includes most anything that

can be measured in the field: peak slip to mean slip,

skewness etc. For instance, b=-1/2 random walks give

crack like behavior in the mean (Figure 3) while b=-1

quakes present a dogtailed/rainbow look. Most of these

slip shapes are seen in the field and are found in the

physical simulations too.

We believe that random

walks can not be far off

base in capturing a unified

view of earthquake

behaviors, even if

randomness is just a stand-

in for unknown physics.

 Application: Paleoseismic event correlation.  A typical situation in

paleoseismic work is finding: Event A at Site 1 with an estimated age of

D1±∆1 and Event B at Site 2 with an estimated age of D2±∆2 where the

age limits overlap to a degree. Are A and B events the same rupture?

The statistical simulator views earthquake correlation as a Gambler's

Ruin problem where slip plays the role of money and each km along

strike plays the role of a dice toss. For instance, an earthquake rupture

has one-half meter of slip at Wrightwood, what is the probability that

slip runs to zero before the rupture covers the 30 km distance to Pallet

Creek? From random walk theory, rupture survival probability can be

found analytically as

P> (U,L) = erf K (q)
2

U
U (L)( )      (1)

Figure 3. The blue curves

are mean slip function

behaviors derived from

random walk theory for

different b-values. The red

lines are sample quakes

with the given b-value.
Because the direction of the

walk has no special

meaning, the slip functions
are “reversible” right to left.

Figure 2. (Left) Features of restricted random
walk quakes with b=-1, -3/4, -1/2 and -1/4. The
solid lines summarize 1 million random walk
quakes. The dashed lines are expected scaling
laws (22-24). (Panel A) Number versus
Magnitude The slope of these curves is the b-
value. (Panel B) Mean slip versus rupture
length. (Panel C) Mean slip versus Moment.
(Panel D) Mean Length versus Moment.
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where U ( L)  mean slip in

quakes of length L, and K

is a weak function of b-

value. Figure 4 plots (1)

with b=-1. You can read

that a one-half meter event

at Wrightwood has a 65%

chance of reaching Pallet

Creek.

II. Southern California
Earthquake Simulator -
Physics Based.
From the comments at the

2004 SCEC meeting, it seemed clearer than ever that it will take

decades for "full" dynamic rupture models to handle anything

much more complex than a single straight fault, and that some

compromise is appropriate if we wish to see earthquake

simulations on realistic sets of faults in SCEC's lifetime. We've

been advocating this for years and. we continue to develop a

physics based earthquake simulator that produces spontaneous,

dynamic rupture on geographically correct and complex system

of interacting faults (Figure 5, http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/

quake3.mov). The current simulator encompasses all 5500 km of

the faults in southern California that slip faster than 1/4 mm/y.

While the simulator admits several compromises (2-D geometry,

purely elastic media, modified quasi-static assumption), it has

been designed to reproduce and incorporate behaviors that

geologists measure such as slip rate, slip per event and recurrence

interval. The simulator generates dynamic ruptures from

magnitude 8+ down to about magnitude 4, so a 2000 year run

produces ~10,000 events. Figure 6 shows a few frames of a recent

run. We encourage readers to view the movie at:

http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/simulation6_pga.mov

The simulations provide all details of every rupture. Computed

surface offsets along strike however, are especially telling

Figure 4. Rupture survivability curves for
the basic walk with b=-1. Curves show the
probability that a rupture with offset U
(0.1m to 4m) at Site A reaches Site B given
the distance L between them.

Figure 5. Frames showing the

development of a typical dynamic

rupture in our simulations. Stress,

fault strength and fault slip along

strike of a curved fault are shown

versus time.
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because the purest paleoseismic data are earthquake dates and

earthquake slip measured at a point -- the paleoseismic site.

Geologists can locate their site on these maps and compare

predicted slip per event and its variation directly (See Figure 7,

for example). Over long periods, the slip for all quakes always

sums to the specified slip rate of the fault. The agreement of the

predicted long-term seismic offset with measured geologic slip

rate is a fundamental feature of this simulator.

III. Paleoseismic Constraints -The SERT
This year we have ramped up the use of paleoseismic data and

continued work on a data product called the Simplified

Earthquake Recurrence Table.  The SERT represents a simplified

working consensus on recurrence interval versus magnitude for

the faults of Southern California for comparison with earthquake

simulators. The SERT data constrain earthquake simulators in

two ways: 1) through input of measured slip rates, and 2) by

comparison of computed recurrence interval and slip per event

with actual field measurements. The current SERT has recurrence

estimates for 51 of 101 faults. A crucial aspect of the SERT is

"Recurrence of What? A recurrence interval itself is of no use

unless it is referred to a given size quake. The SERT attempts to

list recurrence interval in years for M6+, M6.5+, M7+ and M7.5+

earthquakes breaking various faults and fault segments. True,

such an effort can be uncertain business given what we know about many of the faults in California.

Figure 6. Four frames of animation

from the physical earthquake

simulator.

Figure 6 . Four frames of animation from a recent run of the earthquake

simulator. The animation shows a 400 year earthquake sequence in 1 year

steps. The movie plots all earthquakes M>5. For events M>6, PGA is

contoured around the rupture and a magnitude number is shown. To the

left is a graph of the cumulative number of M5+ quakes (red dots)

overlaid on the actual rates (black dots) from 1850-2002. The simulator

now involves a wide enough selection of faults such that bulk seismicity

is Gutenberg-Richter like, with a b value near 0.9. Along the bottom is a

sliding time indicator that deposits red bars at the occurrence of M>7

events. The residual  "bar code" pattern gives some feeling for the

periodicity or aperiodicity of major quakes. The jagged line along the

bottom is the 25 year average rate of M5+ events. See

http://es.ucsc.edu/~ward/simulation6_pga.mov
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Citing this uncertainty, SCEC's review panel last year

called the SERT "virtually worthless". Nonsense. The

SERT is precisely what is needed to calibrate physical

earthquake simulators if they are to become anything

beyond a curiosity and the SERT collection is not found

anywhere else.

Making an

earthquake simulator is easy. Making a simulator that

produces anything practically useful is difficult. Through

our ongoing tuning process, we believe that the simulator

is ready to address real-world earthquake issues like the

interpretation of paleoseismic data at Wrightwood (Figure

7) and the calculation of earthquake hazard (Figure 8).

IIIV. Earthquake Simulation Hazard Models
In 2004 we also continued to consider earthquake

potential models for RELM based on seismicity, geodesy

and geology. All three models (Figure 9) were updated for

the February 2004 Lake Arrowhead meeting. While these

look similar to previous versions, each revision of the

maps takes considerable effort.

Figure 8. Earthquake hazard map derived directly from the physical

earthquake simulator. I argue that the hazard estimates by this

method are as defensible as those created by any other method.

Figure 7. Earthquake simulator results for the

Wrightwood paleoseismic site. (Top). Slip

events versus time for 1500 years. (Bottom)

Cumulative slip versus time. Results like these

can be used to compare and interpret behaviors

in long record of events now known there.

Figure 9. Comparison of earthquake potential

models for M>=5.5 derived from seismicity

(A), Geology (B), Geodesy (C) and (D)

Combination of the three.


